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The Lusitania 
Disaster
卢西塔尼亚号沉船
Text & Photo | Vic Verlinden

After the Titanic, the wreck of the Lusitania is probably the most evocative 
of all shipwrecks in the world. It was a remarkable challenge, with a lot of 
planning, before I was able to see this wreck with my own eyes.
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D
espite warnings from the German Embassy and in the American 
press that the Lusitania should not start her crossing, the ship 
was brought under steam on May 1st, 1915. On board were 1,257 
passengers and 702 crew. The command was in the hands 
of Captain W.J. Turner. Passengers did not worry because it 

was assumed the Germans would not dare torpedo a ship with American 
civilians on board. First class passengers enjoyed the luxurious interior 
of the beautiful ship; one of those was Sir Hugh Lane, the director of the 
National Gallery of Ireland who had taken many valuable paintings on 
board including works by Monet and Rubens. 

After a trouble-free passage, the ship approached the coast of Ireland; it 
was reported that there was a German submarine nearby. Captain Turner 
doubled the lookout as three ships had been torpedoed in the area a week 
previously and he did not want to take any risks. Warnings of a U-boat came 
on May 5 and 6 then again on May 7. At 2.15pm the Lusitania was about 10 
miles(16,093.4 metres) south of Old Head of Kinsale when the ship was hit 
by a torpedo between the first chimney and the bow. A second powerful 
explosion followed, causing a lot of damage in the engine room. The ship 
made a heavy heel, making it difficult to lower the lifeboats. At 2.26pm, 
after barely 15 minutes, the ship sank and 761 people drowned including 
94 children and 124 American nationals. 

The American government was furious but the Germans said the ship had 
ammunition on board making the torpedo attack legitimate. The torpedo 
was fired by the U20 under commander Capt-Lt. Schwieger. In his report, he 
mentioned a single torpedo. The torpedoing did the German cause no good 
and instigated America joining the war effort. Later, there were discussions 
in the press about a second explosion. This was attributed by the Germans 
to the transport of a load of ammunition during the Lusitania’s crossing.
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The First Plans for an Expedition
I had been looking for an opportunity to dive on the Lusitania 
for a few years. In 2017, I saw a message about an expedition 
organized by Peter McCamley, who hoped to realize a project 
that would spread over several years. The aim was, among 
other things, to make 3-D images of the wreck. Peter agreed 
that I could go to Ireland to help on the boat, but I would not be 
able to dive because I was not on the permit application, which 
needed the approval from the Irish Government and American, 
Greg Bemis who was the owner at the time. Regardless, I 
wanted to get involved but my plans were thwarted when my 
car broke down during the journey to Ireland and I realised I 
would never reach the departure on time. My planned trip for 
2017 was over.

Another Attempt in 2018
Some months later, Peter McCamley put together a new team 
and this time I was on the dive list. I prepared my trip well, 
physically, mentally and with top equipment. This time the 
crossing went without any problems and I was able to board 
our expedition ship. The weather was very good with a soft 
breeze and sunshine. It was on September 24th, 2018, that I 
made my first dive. The first team in the water were making 
more 3-D film footage of the bow of the wreck. I was in the 
second team, but while we were still descending, the first 
team indicated we had to ascend as the anchor was not on 
the wreck. This was a severe setback and for the next few days 
there was no possibility of diving due to bad weather. Five 
days later, we tried again. The descent line was shifted and I 
was soon heading to the wreck. I had been working for years to 
realize this dream and I was finally going to see the Lusitania. 

The visibility on the bottom was no more than 5 metres and 
I immediately saw a lot of fishing nets. I decided not to swim 
too far away from the line. The treble hook was not far from 
the bridge at the front of the wreck. It was difficult to orient 
myself but I did see one of the iron curved levers for the 
lifeboats and also a row of round portholes still in the wall of 
the wreck. I decided to follow them until I suddenly came to 
one of the large entrance doors that served to welcome the 
passengers on board. Along the way I also saw large round 
bronze windows, not surprising as a large passenger ship 
like the Lusitania had hundreds on board. I decided to swim 
back in the direction of the treble hook and on the way I saw 
that the wreck had suffered heavily from the currents and 
salty water. However, it was high time to start my ascent; 20 
minutes bottom time had passed quickly and a long deco time 
awaited me. The next day we dived back on the wreck but the 
reconnaissance was limited as I didn't want to take any risks.
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The Long Awaited Expedition in 2019! 
In the summer of 2019, I returned to Ireland to dive on the Lusitania once 
more. Karl Van Der Auwera, my diving buddy of many years, joined me. At 
the beginning of the trip, the weather was not good so we could not dive, but 
after 5 days the weather improved and we decided to attempt it. The treble 
hook was at the bridge again and, as we descended, we saw that the visibility 
was much better than the year before. Karl unrolled a reel so we could easily 
find the line and explore the wreck in peace. Immediately near the treble 
hook we saw several rectangular bronze windows. These had served in the 
cabins of the first class passengers. We also saw one of the water reservoirs 
that had stood on the deck and two showers plus a piece of mosaic flooring 
from the bathrooms. Swimming towards the bow, we saw pieces of wreckage 
littered with portholes of all shapes then, on the bow, we recognized the 
anchor chain and the winch to raise the anchors. There were two bollards 
with cords still twisted around them and pieces of the wooden floor on the 
foredeck were still intact.

Visibility at this point was at least 8 metres, which is exceptionally good on 
the wreck. Over the next days we did more dives and thousands of pictures 
were taken by different teams. After four consecutive days diving to a depth 
of 90 metres, I had to take a rest. However, it was a priceless experience to 
be able to participate in this wonderful adventure and in 2021 we will try to 
return to explore even more of the wreck. In the future, our intention is to 
bring objects from the wreck to the surface in an archaeologically responsible 
way so they can be exhibited in a new museum to be built in Kinsale. 
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Travel Information假康餴雴
Diving on the wreck of the Lusitania is only possible with a permit from the Irish 
Government plus a permit from the new owner, Kinsale Museum. Only 1 or 2 
permits are given each year to groups that undertake projects for documentation 
of the wreck.
銳䟝㖈⽔銯㝜㽲❇〿小菺♳悶宐，䗳곢蜦䖤昶㼷Ⱎ佟䏎涸雽〳ㄤ倝菺⚺ꆄ饋㼷⽇暟껧涸雽〳；♶鵂小菺雵䔶고湡㔙ꢭ嫦䎃〫腊歍霼ⵌ 1荛 2⟧雽〳霆。

 LUSITANIA

GRMS Lusitania⽔銯㝜㽲❇〿涽㹻齱鲰
Owner: Cunard SS Co.
Build: J Brown & Co.,  1907 
Engine: Turbine engines
Weight: 30,396 ton
Length: 239.87m
Width: 26.67m
Year Sank: 1915
Depth: 98m (305 ft)
Latitude: 51° 24' 44.6112" N
Longitude: -8° 32' 52.2708" W

菺⚺：Cunard SS Co.䒊鸣㉁：J Brown & Co: J Brown & Co., 
1907 〄⸓劼：嶴鲰〄⸓劼ꅾꆀ：30,396ょ䏞：239.87碛 㺈䏞：26.67碛小尵䎃⟧：1915䎃帿䏞：93碛（305薉㽯）紮䏞：⻌紮 51o 24' 44.6112"絑䏞：銯絑 -8o 32'52.2708"


